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Objective: To identify the consequences of an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tear in a cohort of male
soccer players 14 years after the initial injury with respect to radiographic knee osteoarthritis and patient
relevant outcomes.
Methods: Of 219 male soccer players with an ACL injury in 1986, 205 (94%) were available for follow up
after 14 years; 75% of the cohort (154/205) answered mailed questionnaires (KOOS, SF-36, and
Lysholm knee scoring scale) and 122 of these consented to weight bearing radiographs.
Results: Radiographic changes were found in 95 (78%) of the injured knees, while more advanced
changes, comparable with Kellgren-Lawrence grade 2 or higher, were seen in 50 (41%). In the uninjured
knees more advanced changes, comparable with Kellgren-Lawrence grade 2 or higher, were seen in five
knees (4%). No differences were seen between surgically and conservatively treated players. The patient
relevant outcome was affected and did not differ between subjects with and without radiographic changes.
Eighty per cent reported reduced activity level.
Conclusions: A high prevalence of radiographic knee osteoarthritis was seen in male soccer players 14
years after an ACL disruption. The injury and the osteoarthritis, irrespective of the treatment provided to
these patients, often result in knee related symptoms that severely affect the knee related quality of life by
middle age.

A

ge and female sex are the most prominent risk factors
for osteoarthritis over the age of 50 years.1 2 Before 50,
osteoarthritis is more common in men.3 Risk factors for
osteoarthritis at this young age include major knee injuries
and joint loading.4 5 It is estimated that 3.5% of all people
between 35 and 54 years of age have radiological osteoarthritis after knee injuries.6–9 Post-traumatic knee osteoarthritis is a good model for studies of the osteoarthritic process:
the group is relatively homogeneous in an otherwise
heterogeneous osteoarthritis population, the condition is
common, and the start of the disease can be identified at
the time of the trauma. Disease progression can be followed
prospectively.
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tears often influence
knee stability.10–13 Nearly 40% of all knee injuries in soccer are
ACL injuries14 and the affected players are often young. The
overall injury rate in soccer has been estimated to be 8–30
injuries per 1000 game hours and 2–5 injuries per 1000
practice hours.15–17
A major knee injury may not only lead to an interrupted
soccer career,4 12 18 but also to the early development of knee
osteoarthritis. Patients with osteoarthritis report handicap in
six areas: functional and social activities, relationships,
socioeconomic status, emotional wellbeing, and body image.
Such patients also report more handicaps in each of the six
areas than patients with rheumatoid arthritis.19
Our aim in this study was to assess the consequences of an
ACL tear 14 years after the initial injury in a cohort of male
soccer players with respect to radiographic knee osteoarthritis
and patient relevant outcomes, such as activity level,
symptoms, function, and quality of life.

in league soccer have compulsory insurance through the
same company (Folksam). A search was made in the
Folksam archives in 1989 for all knee injuries that had
occurred in 1986. In all, 937 knee injuries were found. The
data from questionnaires and from the hospital records
showed a total of 344 ACL injuries, of which 238 were in men
and 106 in women. In 2000 the male players were contacted
for a 14 year follow up, and 205 were available. The
questionnaires were answered by 154, and of those 65
(42%) had been treated without surgery, and 89 (58%) had
undergone ACL reconstruction. The most common surgical
method was patellar tendon graft. The reasons behind the
choice of treatment were not recorded.
In 1989, 59 (38%) of the patients were identified as having
a meniscus tear combined with their ACL injury. The rupture
was medial in 35 cases, lateral in 17 cases, and both in seven
cases.
The mean age of the study group at 14 years after the index
injury was 38 years (range 30 to 56) (table 1). The subgroup
with a combined injury (mean age 38, range 31 to 54) did not
differ in age from the study group as a whole (p = 0.4), nor
did the non-participants differ in age from those participating
(mean age 37 years (range 29 to 48), p = 0.7).

METHODS

................................................................

Subjects
The subjects in this nationwide study of ACL injuries were
identified in 1989. In Sweden all soccer players participating

Abbreviations: ACL, anterior cruciate ligament; KOOS, knee injury and
osteoarthritis outcome score; SF-36, medical outcomes study 36 item
short form health survey

Radiographic examination
Of the 154 subjects, 122 (79%) consented to have radiographs
taken. The main reason for not having radiographs taken was
lack of time. Posterior-anterior radiographs with the knees at
15˚ of flexion were taken in the weight bearing position, the
weight equally distributed on both legs, for examination of
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Age (years)
Weight (kg)
Height (m)
BMI (kg/m2)

Study group (n = 154)

Operated (n = 89)

Not operated (n = 65)

OA (n = 50)

38 (5.2), (30 to
83 (8.5), (58 to
181 (6.4), (165
26 (2.3), (21 to

37 (4.2), (30 to
83 (8.1), (67 to
181 (6.8), (165
26 (2.3), (21 to

40 (6.2), (30 to
83 (9.0), (71 to
181 (5.6), (170
26 (2.3), (21 to

39 (4.9), (32 to
85 (8.4), (68 to
182 (6.2), (170
26 (2.3), (21 to

56)
110)
to 205)
34)

49)
105)
to 205)
32)

56)
110)
to 193)
34)

Non-OA (n = 104)
53)
108)
to 205)
32)

38 (5.4), (30 to
83 (8.4), (58 to
180 (6.3), (165
26 (2.3), (21 to

56)
110)
to 199)
34)

Values are mean (SD), (range).
BMI, body mass index; OA, osteoarthritis.

the tibiofemoral joint. All radiographs were taken with a
Siemens basic radiological system (film focus distance 1.4 m;
Siemens GmbH, Erlangen, Germany) at 70 kV and 10 mA. All
were obtained with the same standardised technique.
The frontal views of the tibiofemoral joint from both knees
of the subjects were classified according to the recommendations of the Osteoarthritis Research Society.20 A radiographic
atlas was used to evaluate the appearance of the joint space
and the presence of osteophytes and to grade these features
on a scale from 0 to 3.20 Radiographic osteoarthritis was
defined as joint space narrowing grade 1 combined with
osteophytes, or joint space narrowing grade 2 or more.13 This
definition of osteoarthritis corresponds to Kellgren and
Lawrence knee osteoarthritis grade 2.21 The same reader
(HR) evaluated all the radiographs. The reader was blinded
with regard to the injured side in non-operated subjects. In
ACL reconstructed subjects the bone tunnels were visible on x
ray films. The reader in the present study had been shown in
an earlier report to have high agreement with another reader.
In the previous study there was agreement for medial joint
space narrowing in 119 of 136 knees; for lateral narrowing in
133 of 136 knees; and for osteophytes in 243 of 272
compartments.13
Questionnaires
Three questionnaires were used to evaluate patient relevant
outcomes: the disease specific knee injury and osteoarthritis
outcome score (KOOS), the generic short form 36 (SF-36),
and the Lysholm knee scoring scale. In addition, data
including duration of knee problems and current physical
activity level at work and recreation were collected. The
subjects were also asked to report current activity level (work
and recreation) compared with before the knee injury on a
five point Likert scale, ranging from much lower to much
higher. The players noted the reasons as ‘‘knee problem,’’
‘‘other reasons,’’ or ‘‘both’’ if a change in activity level was
experienced.
Knee injury and osteoarthritis outcome score (KOOS)
The KOOS is a 42 item self administered questionnaire based
on the WOMAC osteoarthritis index,22 proven valid for
subjects with ACL injury and early osteoarthritis.23 24 The
KOOS assesses five separate dimensions: pain, symptoms,
activities of daily living, sport and recreation function, and
knee related quality of life. A score from 0–100 is calculated
for each dimension, with 100 representing best possible
score.
SF-36
The medical outcomes study 36 item short form health survey
(SF-36) is a widely used measure of general health which
comprises eight subscales: physical functioning, role–physical, bodily pain, general health, vitality, social functioning,
role–emotional, and mental health.25 The SF-36 has previously been used in studies of subjects with ACL injury.26 A
score from 0 to 100 is calculated for each dimension, 100
representing the best result. The Swedish acute version 1.0
was used.27
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Lysholm knee scoring scale
The Lysholm knee scoring scale is an eight item questionnaire
developed to assess symptoms and functional disabilities
resulting from an ACL injury.28 All eight items (pain,
instability, locking, stairs, swelling, squat, limp, and support)
are aggregated into one score from 0 to 100, where 100
indicates normal knee function. The Lysholm scale is
intended to be observer administered and no patient
instructions are provided in the original version. In this
study the Lysholm knee scoring scale was patient administered and the subjects were instructed to consider the last
week when filling out the questionnaire.
Statistics
Non-parametric statistics were used. The Kruskal–Wallis test
was employed to determine differences for each subscale of
the KOOS between groups without or with radiographic
osteoarthritis grade 1 to grade 3. The Mann–Whitney U test
was used when comparing two groups. A probability (p)
value of (0.05 was regarded as significant.

RESULTS
Radiography
Radiographic changes were found in 95 (78%) of the injured
knees, and of these, radiographic osteoarthritis equivalent to
Kellgren and Lawrence grade 2 was seen in 50 (41%). Twenty
seven subjects (22%) had no radiographic changes at all. No
difference in radiographic outcome was determined between
those treated with or without surgery.
The subjects who filled out the questionnaires but declined
to undergo a radiographic examination did not differ in age,
weight, height, or functional status from those who had
radiographs taken. Age and BMI did not differ between
subjects with different radiographic grading, nor between
subjects in the operated or non-operated group (table 1).
Subjects with a meniscus tear had significantly more
radiographic changes equivalent to Kellgren and Lawrence
grade 2 or worse (59% v 31%, p = 0.002), but the severity of
radiographic osteoarthritis between isolated ACL rupture and
associated meniscus tear was similar.
Questionnaires
Only limited problems were noted for the KOOS activity of
daily living dimension (table 2). Eighty eight subjects (57%)
had an excellent score for this dimension (defined as 95–
100), while only 28 subjects (18%) scored excellent in sport/
recreation, and 18 (12%) in knee specific quality of life. The
most influenced items in sport/recreation were ‘‘What
difficulty have you experienced in the last week when
turning/twisting on your injured knee?’’ and ‘‘What difficulty
have you experienced in the last week when kneeling?’’ One
of four subjects reported severe problems with turning/
twisting at least, and one of three reported severe problems
with kneeling at least. Of those reporting problems with
kneeling, 59% were from the operated group and 41% from
the non-operated group. The most affected item in the
subscale ‘‘knee specific quality of life’’ was ‘‘Have you
modified your lifestyle to avoid potentially damaging
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Study group

Reference groups

Mean (SD)

Range

95% CI

KOOS (n = 154 + n = 50)
Pain*
Symptoms*
ADL*
Sport/rec*
QOL*

84
76
90
63
60

(28 to 100)
(14 to 100)
(37 to 100)
(0 to 100)
(6 to 100)

81.9
72.5
88.3
58.9
56.2

to
to
to
to
to

SF-36 (n = 152 + n = 948)
Physical functioning*
Role–physical*
Bodily pain
General health
Vitality
Social functioning*
Role–emotional
Mental health*

84.5
81.4
74.3
82.1
70.8
93.6
91.0
86.4

(35 to 100)
(0 to 100)
(22 to 100)
(15 to 100)
(15 to 100)
(25 to 100)
(0 to 100)
(40 to 100)

82.1
76.5
70.6
79.4
67.5
91.3
87.4
84.4

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Lysholm score* (n = 154 + n = 131)

77.0 (19.1)

(9 to 100)

73.5 to 79.6

(16.1)
(20.2)
(13.5)
(28.7)
(24.6)

(14.5)
(30.9)
(22.9)
(17.0)
(20.8)
(13.9)
(22.4)
(12.9)

Mean (SD)

Range

87.1
79.0
92.6
68.0
63.9

96
94
96
90
92

(50
(57
(47
(25
(38

86.8
86.4
78.0
84.8
74.1
95.8
94.6
88.5

93.1
88.5
78.2
78.3
71.6
89.5
89.4
82.2

(9.9)
(9.9)
(10.0)
(17.9)
(13.5)

(15.4)
(26.7)
(25.3)
(20.2)
(21.2)
(20.0)
(24.3)
(18.6)

(0
(0
(0
(0
(0
(0
(0
(0

99 (2.7)

to
to
to
to
to

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

95% CI
100)
100)
100)
100)
100)

100)
100)
100)
100)
100)
100)
100)
100)

(77 to 100)

93.7
92.3
93.2
85.6
88.6

to
to
to
to
to

99.0
96.9
98.5
95.1
95.7

92.1
86.7
76.6
77.0
70.2
88.2
87.8
81.0

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

94.1
90.2
79.8
79.6
72.9
90.8
91.0
83.4

98.8 to 99.4

39

For the KOOS questionnaire, reference data are from 59 subjects aged 36 to 79 years obtained in a previous study. For the SF-36 questionnaire, reference
values are for the general Swedish male population aged 35 to 44 years.27 For the Lysholm score, reference values are for healthy team athletes aged 13 to 25
years.40
*Significant difference at p,0.05.
ADL, activities of daily living; CI, confidence interval; KOOS, knee injury and osteoarthritis outcome score; QOL, knee related quality of life; SF-36, medical
outcomes study 36 item short form health survey; Sport/rec, sport and recreation function.

activities to your knee?’’ Thirty per cent reported severe
changes in lifestyle at least because of their knee injury.
The injured players reported significantly worse outcome in
the SF-36 subscales ‘‘physical functioning’’ and ‘‘role–
physical’’ compared with Swedish men aged 35 to 44.
However, in the subscales ‘‘social functioning’’ and ‘‘mental
health,’’ the players scored significantly higher than the
reference group27 (table 2).
A mean score of 77 (range 9 to 100) was obtained in
the Lysholm knee scoring scale. Sixty three subjects (41%)
showed excellent or good results (100–84 points). Subjects
with radiographic osteoarthritis did not have significantly
different scores from subjects without osteoarthritis
(table 3).
There was no difference in outcome of the questionnaire
between those treated with ACL surgery and those who were

not (table 3). A surgically treated meniscus injury in addition
to the ACL injury did not influence the outcome as measured
by the KOOS, SF-36, or Lysholm questionnaires.
Activity level
Eighty two subjects (53%) reported level 2–4, easy to
moderate load at work. Eighty four subjects (55%) reported
level 5–6, a high level of recreational activities. One hundred
and twenty three subjects (80%) reported reduced activity
level after the knee injury, and of these the majority (69%)
reported the knee injury as the cause. Subjects with no
radiographic changes reported the same workload and
recreational activities as subjects with radiographic changes.
Twelve (7.8%) of the 154 participants were still participating
in organised soccer. Of these, nine had been surgically treated
and three conservatively treated.

Table 3 Values for the five measured outcomes in the KOOS questionnaire (n = 154), the eight measured outcomes in the SF36 questionnaire (n = 152), and the outcomes in Lysholm score (n = 154) for subjects with and without osteoarthritis and for
operated and non-operated subjects
Study group

OA (n = 50)

KOOS (n = 154)
Pain
Symptoms
ADL
Sport/rec
QOL

84
76
90
63
60

(81.9
(72.5
(88.3
(58.9
(56.2

to
to
to
to
to

87.1)
79.0)
92.6)
68.0)
63.9)

85
73
91
64
61

(80.2
(66.9
(87.1
(55.5
(55.1

to
to
to
to
to

SF-36 (n = 152)
Physical function
Role–physical
Bodily pain
General health
Vitality
Social functioning
Role–emotional
Mental health

84
81
74
82
71
94
91
86

(82.1
(76.5
(70.6
(79.4
(67.5
(91.3
(87.4
(84.4

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

86.8)
86.4)
78.0)
84.8)
74.1)
95.8)
94.6)
88.5)

84
84
76
86
71
96
94
88

(80.0
(75.1
(69.0
(82.2
(64.8
(92.9
(88.7
(84.5

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Lysholm scale (n = 154)

77 (73.5 to 79.6)

No OA (n = 72)

Operated (n = 89)

Non-operated (n = 65)

89.9)
78.7)
95.3)
72.0)
67.2)

84
77
90
63
60

(81.2
(73.3
(87.5
(57.7
(54.5

to
to
to
to
to

87.3)
81.1)
92.7)
68.8)
64.6)

86
75
91
64
62

(82.2
(70.4
(88.5
(57.7
(56.6

to
to
to
to
to

89.2)
79.6)
94.0)
70.1)
67.1)

83
77
89
63
58

(79.1
(72.3
(85.9
(55.9
(51.6

to
to
to
to
to

86.7)
81.2)
92.9)
69.6)
63.6)

88.4)
91.4)
82.6)
89.8)
77.2)
99.1)
99.3)
91.4)

85
80
74
80
71
92
90
86

(81.8
(74.2
(69.1
(76.6
(66.7
(89.4
(84.4
(83.1

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

87.5)
86.6)
78.0)
83.8)
74.7)
95.4)
94.2)
88.3)

84
83
75
82
71
93
92
87

(80.4
(76.4
(70.2
(78.7
(67.0
(90.2
(87.8
(84.1

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

86.9)
88.9)
80.1)
85.5)
76.1)
96.2)
97.1)
89.4)

86
80
73
82
70
94
89
86

(82.3
(71.4
(67.6
(77.5
(64.8
(90.7
(83.3
(82.6

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

89.1)
87.9)
78.8)
86.7)
74.8)
97.6)
94.8)
89.4)

76 (71.1 to 81.7)

77 (73.1 to 80.7)

78 (73.4 to 81.7)

75 (70.8 to 79.8)

Values are mean values (95% confidence interval).
ADL, activities of daily living; KOOS, knee injury and osteoarthritis outcome score; QOL, knee related quality of life; SF-36, medical outcomes study 36 item short
form health survey; Sport/rec, sport and recreation function.
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The purpose of this report was to identify the consequences of
an ACL tear in a cohort of male soccer players 14 years after
the initial injury with respect to radiographic knee osteoarthritis, activity level, and patient related symptoms. The
cohort was from the Swedish population of soccer players.
They have all been followed for 14 years after the initial
injury, with specific follow ups after three and seven years.
The results reflect the severe consequences of an ACL injury
in middle aged male former soccer players. Nearly 80% of the
cohort had significant radiographic changes in the knee, and
more than 40% fulfilled the criteria for definite radiographic
osteoarthritis. The majority suffered from knee symptoms
affecting their knee related quality of life.
Most studies describe only radiographic knee osteoarthritis, but in the present study the patient relevant outcome was
taken into consideration. We also analysed the patient
relevant outcome and activity level in relation to the
radiographic knee osteoarthritis.
This is a nationwide study of ACL injuries in Swedish male
soccer players. All players were injured in 1986, and the
cohort was identified in 1989. They were previously followed
up in 1993.12
A limitation of the study was the response rate. Of 205
male soccer players located, 75% responded to the questionnaires, but of these, 36 did not accept the invitation to
radiographic examination. Of all 238 male soccer players with
an ACL injury in 1986, 122 (51%) consented to have a
radiograph taken in 2000. This may constitute a selection
bias, with an increased interest in participating in the study if
symptoms from the knee joint were present. However, the
information from the questionnaires did not support the
theory that the group who did not have radiographs taken
had less or more knee symptoms than the group who had
radiographs taken.
The treatment of the subjects with or without surgery was
not randomised, limiting the interpretation of differences, or
lack of differences, between these groups.
There are difficulties in comparing studies with regard to
osteoarthritis prevalence, mainly because of factors such as
different radiographic techniques and classifications. There
can also be differences in patient material and in the time of
follow up. This study is unique, as all subjects have been
followed during the same span of time. The results are in
agreement with other studies on osteoarthritis after an ACL
injury.14 29 30
Male soccer players have an increased risk of knee
osteoarthritis.29 31–33 Injuries to the menisci and cruciate
ligaments are believed to be the main reason for this, but
also when injuries are excluded, a relation between elite
soccer and osteoarthritis persists.32 This means that a player
who returns to soccer after an ACL injury has an even higher
risk of osteoarthritis, both because of the soccer itself and
because of the injury. Kohatsu and Schurman reported in a
case–control study that osteoarthritis cases were almost five
times more likely to have had a significant knee injury than
the controls.1 The natural course of an ACL injury in relation
to the risk of developing osteoarthritis is not known. Further
research is required to understand the different mechanisms
whereby some individuals develop osteoarthritis and others
do not. Sensitive instruments are needed to monitor the
process, such as magnetic resonance imaging with specific
sequences or biomarkers. Our study has not covered these
issues.
Our study population reported similar symptoms to
patients on the waiting list for ACL reconstruction—for
example, pain and functional limitations.24 However, our
population with chronic ACL injury reported a better knee
related quality of life than the group with an acute tear,
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possibly because of reduced activity level and an acceptance
of their reduced knee function.23 24
This study cohort was followed up in 1993, seven years
after their index injury.12 At this time, 49 subjects (32%) were
still participating in organised soccer, compared with 12
(7.8%) in the present 14 year follow up. One reason for this is
that as the subjects get older they have families and have less
time for soccer.
At the 14 year follow up the subjects reported better knee
function than they did at the seven year follow up: a mean
score of 77 (range 9 to 100) was obtained in the Lysholm
knee scoring scale in the present follow up, compared with 66
(4 to 100) in the seven year follow up. Sixty three subjects in
the present study (41%) reported excellent or good results
(100 to 84 points) compared with 49 (32%) at the seven year
follow up. Perhaps the reason for this is that most subjects
had stopped playing soccer and that they had learned to live
with their knee problems.
There was no detectable difference in the prevalence of
osteoarthritis or symptoms between subjects who had
undergone knee surgery and those who had not. This finding
was expected as there are no published data supporting a
preventive effect of reconstructive ACL surgery against
osteoarthritis. On the contrary, a study by Daniel et al in
1994 showed a trend towards a greater prevalence of
osteoarthritis in surgically treated than in non-surgically
treated patients.34 An increased ability to return to soccer
following surgical reconstruction may be disadvantageous
with regard to the risk for developing knee osteoarthritis.32
Subjects with an ACL rupture and a meniscus tear had a
higher prevalence of radiographic osteoarthritis than those
with an isolated ACL rupture. This was as expected and in
accordance with other studies.35 36
The need for osteotomy and knee arthroplasty will arise
well before the age of 50 in many of the subjects in this
cohort. Considering that soccer is the most commonly played
athletic game in the world, the risk of a latent and growing
group of osteoarthritis patients is high. For this group of
young people of working age, the indirect costs at an
individual level, and also for society, will be considerable.
Thus the prevention of knee injuries appears to be very
important to prevent soccer players from getting early
osteoarthritis and knee related symptoms. The results of
the present study, and of others14 30 32 37 38 that have shown
significant radiographic osteoarthritis in young former soccer
players, must be considered alarming.
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